Cookies Policy
PassNave Kft. would like to send cookies to your computer to improve the user experience gained
on http://mahartpassnave.hu.
We inform you about how cookies are used in accordance with the EU regulations.
This notice has been created by PassNave Kft. (head office: 1056 Budapest, Belgrád rakpart,
International Ship Station, company registration no. 01-09-268781) and its aim is to summarize the
most important information about cookies and their use.
Your privacy is important to us and we are committed to protecting your personal information and
being open and clear about how we use it. The information below is indicative and helps you to
spend an enjoyable time on our websites.

So, what is a cookie?
A cookie is a small text file containing data which is stored on your computer by the request of a
website. The purpose of this file is to let websites store what did you do during the time spent on the
site. For example, it stores if you clicked on specific links or pages, signed in with a username or
read specific pages on the website months or even years ago.

There are several types of cookies and without them the websites would not work the way as you
are used to. The websites of PassNave Kft. also use cookies to provide the best possible user
experience and they use only the most necessary and useful cookies.

In line with the new regulations, we have listed the types of cookies used on this website, so you can
choose whether to keep them, delete the existing ones or block them all.

What type of cookies are on the website of PassNave Kft.?
Cookies can be session cookies (valid only for a browsing session) or permanent cookies. There are
also first party and third-party cookies. We explain below the meaning of these terms, so you can
better understand the cookies we use and why we use them.

Session cookies (valid only for a browsing session)
The session cookies ensure that you can be recognized during visiting a website, so any page change
or selection can be stored in the browser from page to page. These cookies allow you to navigate

through many pages quickly and easily without the hassle to identify yourself on every other page
or repeat doing the same things again and again. The session cookies are temporary and expire as
soon as you close your browser or when you exit the website.

Persistent cookies
Persistent cookies are stored “permanently” (for a certain period) on your computer, even when the
browsing session is over. These allow to store and recall user preferences or actions at a later visit
to the website.

Cookies from the website provider
These cookies are from the website and its provider.

Third-party cookies
Cookies can also be first party (internal) or third-party (external) cookies. The internal cookies are
set by the PassNave Kft. website you are visiting, while external cookies are set by someone else.
PassNave Kft. allows only the use of such external cookies that have been approved in advance.

The files from Google Analytics are used to monitor the webpage and collect information about how
visitors use the website. We use the information to compile reports and to help us improve the site.
The cookies from Google Analytics store information in an anonymous form, including the number
of visitors to the site, and the pages they visited. These files are set by Googly Analytics. For further
information please visit the following page: http://www.google.com/analytics. To disable Google
Analytics tracking on all pages, please visit http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.

The cookies used on the website http://mahartpassnave.hu/hu by PassNave Kft. are listed in Annex
1.

Cookie consent
We only place cookies on your computer, mobile or tablet if your consent is granted. You can grant
this consent if you press the “Accept” button in the pop-up window about cookies. If you do not
want cookies in connection to our website to be placed on your computer, mobile or tablet, the
website will most likely not work properly. Even if you initially agree to use cookies, you may
choose to disable and delete the cookies in your browser’s settings anytime. However, please be

aware that without using cookies you will not be able to access many features that streamline the
browsing experience or some of the features or our services will not work properly.

Cookie setup and removal
If you choose to avoid cookies delete them from your browser's cookie folder. You can also set your
browser to block cookies or display a warning message before storing a cookie. These settings are
usually available in your browser's "settings" or "preferences" menu. Should you have any further
questions, we recommend visiting the 'All About Cookies' site at http://www.allaboutcookies.org

Contacts of PassNave Kft.
Contact us if you have any questions about how we use cookies.
Contact person: Lajos Selényi
Title: IT manager
PassNave Kft.:
Address: H-1056 Budapest, Belgrád rakpart, International Ship Station
Tel.: 484-4013
Email: passnave@mhrt.hu

Links to other websites
This website may contain links or hyperlinks to other websites. Please be aware that we accept no
responsibility or liability whatsoever about the use of cookies or other tracking technologies or
methods and the present cookie policy does not apply to such websites.

Changes to our Cookie Policy
Any changes we may make to the policy will be published on this website without special notice.
This Cookie Policy was last updated on May 25th 2018.

Annex 1:
Type of
Cookie

Source

Purpose

Expiry

Hoe to block

Cookies or tracking technology used by providers of PassNave Kft. and other companies
Strictly
necessary
cookie:

You can change your browser settings to
accept or refuse these cookies.
Backend

name of the
Cookie:
SESSID_hash

This cookie stores the session
identifier. The value of the
cookie is a hash key.

Cookies of this
As the means vary from browser to
purpose expire
at the end of the browser, you should visit your browser's
Help menu for more information.
session.
You can change your browser settings to
accept or refuse these cookies.

_ga

analytics.js Used to distinguish users.

2 years

As the means vary from browser to
browser, you should visit your browser's
Help menu for more information.
You can change your browser settings to
accept or refuse these cookies.

_gat

analytics.js Used to throttle request rate.

10 minutes

As the means vary from browser to
browser, you should visit your browser's
Help menu for more information.
You can change your browser settings to
accept or refuse these cookies.

cookiepolicy

inline

This cookie stores if you have
accepted the cookie policy.
The value of the cookie is 1.

2 years

As the means vary from browser to
browser, you should visit your browser's
Help menu for more information.

